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According to Jan Assmann the cultural construction of time is the most fundamental and all 

encompassing of all constructions of meaning in history.2 He also emphasizes the 

heterogeneity of every culture: cultures encompass within themselves different concepts of 

time, such as "sites of memory" and "sites of renewal", which play a specific role in a given 

culture's structures of meaning. The different institutionalized forms of these time-sites often 

produce tensions between them.3 Yet there are other, more objectifying approaches of time. In 

fact we distinguish two concepts of time which constitute an aporia, an insoluble problem: 

objective (measurable) time and subjective (experienced) time. Experiencing time supposes a 

human subject who articulates his or her perception of change: "time flies by" or "it seems to 

last an eternity". Hence we speak of subjective time. Measure time supposes sundials, 

hourglasses and clocks, instruments by which we make changes visible, measurable and 

exchangeable. Hence we speak of objective time.  

In the first volume of Time and Narrative Paul Ricoeur proposes a way to deal with the 

aporia of this twofold character of time. He combines Augustine's reflections on time with the 

theory of plot from Aristotle's book Poetics. With this narrative approach he hopes to clarify the 

aporia of the being and none-being of time.4 Ricoeur constructs a circle of temporality and 

narrativity, whose halves mutually reinforce one another. Starting point is the temporal 

character of human experience. According to him the world unfolded by every narrative work is 

always a temporal world, or: "Time becomes human time to the extent that it is organized after 

the manner of narrative; narrative, in turn, is meaningful to the extent that it portrays the 

features of temporal experience."5 In this circular thesis temporality is linked with narrative in 

the sense that language configures and refigures temporal experience. The treatment of time 

by historians in their narratives is what Ricoeur calls "historical time". Historical time mediates 

between subjective time and objective time.6 While Ricoeur's approach has its origins in 
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phenomenological philosophy, Reinhart Koselleck is inspired by cultural history. He examines 

the development of a specific attitude towards time. 

To Koselleck, "historical time" refers to an awareness of human beings that the 

historical process is continually developing. He emphasizes that "historical time" is not simply 

an empty definition, but an entity which alters along with history.7 This awareness originated in 

the eighteenth century, when a new perspective on the future, especially the idea that the 

future was malleable, led to a re-interpretation of the past. Between 1750 and 1850 the chasm 

between past and present became wider than ever before. In this period words like "progress" 

and "future" were used in their modern sense. Moreover, a turn-of-the-century awareness 

emerged. The ancien régime had become a closed chapter, hence a dialogue between the 

"old" and the "new" was possible. At the same time the notion "century" transformed into an 

independent entity: a precise numeral quantity with a specific identity.8 According to Koselleck, 

these terms expressed the temporal difference between "space of experience" and "horizon of 

expectations".9 Society's orientation towards the future made the past seem unrepeatable and 

closed off. Time was denaturalized.10 "Historical time", diverged from natural time, had its own 

dynamics. Consequently, the past was no longer conceptualized as consisting of multiple 

histories but as one universal history ("Universalgeschichte"). From then on, this unified 

process which history had become, had to be explained and passed down from generation to 

generation. This type of history, conceived as a system, gives room to an epic unity that 

exposes and grounds inner coherence.11 

It is precisely at this point that we can make a connection with Ricoeur's notion of time. 

In his view narrating history is a process of configuring time, i.e. the shaping of temporal 

aspects prefigured in acting. The temporal configuration occurs in plots that give coherence to 

a diversity of individual events from the past.12 The plot orders and integrates multiple and 

scattered events into a meaningful whole. This configurable dimension, Ricoeur explains, 

makes the story intelligible and followable. Consequently, the entire plot can be translated into 

one "idea" or theme. Yet, to be able to follow a story there has to be an "end point" from where 

the story can be seen as a whole, a kind of "conclusion" where expectation in the beginning 

finds its fulfillment. This implies the diachronic character of every narrated story.13 Following the 

narrative (reading or hearing) implies a refiguration of temporal experiences. In the act of 

reading, the receiver plays with the narrative constraints and makes the plot work. 

The process of configuration and refiguration favors one type of time over the other. By 

shaping time, the subjective experience of time is moved to the foreground while transforming 

or, perhaps, obscuring the objective, measurable time. So, historical writing does not eliminate 

the two forms of time, as stated by Louis Mink and Frank Ankersmit. In their view subjective 

time cannot be identified with narrative time because (in the words of Mink): "Stories are not 

lived but told. Life has no beginnings, middles and ends".14 Furthermore, they consider 
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chronological (objective) time not essential for the historical narrative. It will be dissolved in the 

configurate nature of narrative.15 Yet, historical time is a composite of subjective and objective 

elements. Subjective time is expressed in narrative, but objective time will retain its importance: 

both to date events and to delineate a historical period by choosing a starting and ending 

point.16 An example may clarify this. 

A time bar illustrates the linear extension of time by means of what I call ordinal, metric 

and configurative time. Ordinal time refers to the before or after; metric time refers to the 

measurable process, it expresses motion at comparable intervals; configurative time refers to 

historical eras or "plots", such as Antiquity, the Renaissance, Enlightenment. Ordinal and 

metric time relate to objective time, configurative time to subjective time because allowances 

have been made for interpretations. The whole procedure of delimitation of historical periods is 

based on specific dates that present conceptions of the past. Considerations regarding the 

meaning are decisive for any chosen turning point or historical period.17 In periodizing, links are 

made from the "perspective of the historian who anticipates with hindsight."18 Not only is the 

choice of end points subjective from the perspective of historians, the historical construct often 

depends on the temporal experiences of historical actors as well. Yet metric and ordinal time 

are still relevant. Thus, the attack on the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001 (metric time) 

might be an argument for saying that this date defines the end of the twentieth century. The 

shock was so profound, as various commentators pointed out, that many people experienced 

the event as a watershed. People speak of the time before and after September 11 (ordinal 

time). From this subjectively perceived end point, historians are looking for a different construct 

with a new starting point, expressed in a new plot (configurative time). Perhaps the short 

twentieth century that Eric Hobsbawm defined as Age of Extremes has now become a less 

likely plot, or perhaps it is supported by new arguments.19 

Both objective and subjective time are indispensable to historical practice. Combining 

and contrasting them enhances our insight into the different modes of the actor's temporal 

awareness, such as "sense of time" and "historical consciousness". The latter notions refer to 

specific expressions of temporal experiences. A sense of time indicates that people are aware 

that objectively measurable time and subjectively experienced time may diverge. The concept 

itself refers to the perception of duration (slowness, fastness) and intensity in daily life. For 

instance, seen from a distance, a past event like a revolution or war may appear to have 

spanned a short period of time, but in the perception of the historical actors living through it, it 

might have seemed an eternity. Historians Arianne Baggerman and Rudolf Dekker found 

another historical example of time divergence in the journal of a boy named Otto van Eck. On 

March 31, 1794 he wrote: "Me thinks, the older I become, the quicker time seems to pass." In 

other words, Otto was aware of the contrast between the passing of objective time and time as 

a subjective and age-related phenomenon.20 Another example is the description of historian 
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Loe de Jong about the German occupation of the Netherlands during the Second World War. 

De Jong explains that the occupation lasted exactly five years: 1940-1945. But the majority of 

Dutch people experienced this period as if it never seemed to end.21 

A sense of time is one of the necessary preconditions for historical consciousness. It 

makes actors aware of their temporal, and thus historical position. The concept refers to a 

fundamental awareness that the present is somehow always based on past events. The self-

evident carry-over of the past into the present is considered a pre-modern sense of history. We 

speak of modern historical consciousness22 when people regard the past as fundamentally 

different from the present, when they experience the rupture with the past as final - which 

transforms the past into an object that has to be explained. 
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